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COLLISIONAL DAMPING OF GIANT DIPOLERESONANCE IN 120Sn AND 208Pb�A. Gokalp, O. Yilmaz, S. YildirimPhysis Department, Middle East Tehnial University06531 Ankara, Turkeyand S. AyikPhysis Department, Tennessee Tehnologial UniversityCookeville TN 38505, USA(Reeived September 27, 2000)We investigate the ollisional damping of giant dipole resonane at �-nite temperature in the basis of a non-Markovian transport approah. Weperform our alulations in Thomas�Fermi approximation by employingthe mirosopi in-medium ross-setions of Li and Mahleidt and the phe-nomenologial Gogny fore. The results aount for about 30% of theobserved widths in 120Sn and 208Pb at �nite temperatures.PACS numbers: 21.30.Fe, 24.30.CzOne of the possible proesses ontributing to the spreading width of gi-ant dipole resonane (GDR) at �nite temperatures is the damping due tooupling of the olletive state with inoherent 2p�2h states whih is usuallyreferred to as the ollisional damping [1�4℄. We investigate the inoherenttwo-body ollisions in the basis of a non-Markovian transport approah. Inorder to assess how muh of the total width of GDR is exhausted by de-ay into inoherent 2p�2h states, we need realisti in-medium ross-setionswhih interpolate orretly between the free spae and the medium. We em-ploy the mirosopi in-medium ross-setions of the Li and Mahleidt [5℄and perform our alulations in Thomas�Fermi approximation. For om-parison, we also onsider the phenomenologial Gogny fore and the Skyrmefore [6, 7℄.� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(835)



836 A. Gokalp et al.We study the olletive vibrations in the small amplitude limit of theextended TDHF theory in whih damping due to inoherent 2p�2h deay isinluded in the form of a non-Markovian ollision term [2℄. In the Hartree�Fok representation, the Fourier transform of the self-energy is given by,��(!) = 14X jhijj[Qy�; v℄jkliAj2~! ��"+ i� [nknl�ni�nj � ninj�nk�nl℄ ; (1)where ni denotes the �nite temperature Fermi�Dira oupation numbers ofthe Hartree�Fok states, �ni = 1�ni, �" = "i+"j�"k�"l, Qy� is the olletiveoperator assoiated with RPA mode �, and v is the e�etive interation thatouples the ph-spae to the 2p�2h on�gurations. The real and imaginaryparts of self-energy, ��(!) = ��(!) � i2��(!) determine the energy shiftand the damping width of the olletive exitation, respetively [8℄.We onsider the self energy in Thomas�Fermi approximation, whih or-responds to a semi-lassial transport desription of the olletive vibrations.In this approximation, 2p�2h self-energy an be dedued from the abovequantal expression by replaing the oupation numbers with the equilib-rium phase�spae density given by the Fermi�Dira funtion ni ! f("; T ) =1=[exp(" � �)=T + 1℄ with � the hemial potential, and summations overthe 2p�2h states with integrals over the phase-spae � ! R drdp1dp2dp3dp4[2,9℄. Furthermore, spin-isospin e�ets in the olletive vibration an be in-orporated into the treatment by onsidering proton and neutron degreesof freedom separately. Carrying out this semilassial RPA treatment, weobtain for the ollisional widths of isovetor modes �� = R dr��(r) [2℄,��(r) = 1N� Z dp1dp2dp3dp4[(Wpp +Wnn)����2 �2+2Wpn��~��2 �2℄Zf1f2 �f3 �f4 ; (2)where N� = R drdp(��)2[�(�=�")f ℄ is a normalization, ��� = ��(1) +��(2)���(3)���(4), �~�� = ��(1)���(2)���(3) +��(4), Z = [Æ(~!���") � Æ(~!� +�")℄=~!�, !� is the mean-frequeny of the RPA mode, and��(t) denotes the distortion fator of the phase-spae density in the orre-sponding mode. In this expression, transition rates Wpp, Wnn, Wpn assoi-ated with proton-proton, neutron-neutron and proton�neutron ollisions aregiven in terms of the orresponding sattering ross-setions asW (12; 34) = 1(2�~)3 4~m2 d�d
 Æ(p1 + p2 � p3 � p4) : (3)



Collisional Damping of Giant Dipole Resonane in 120Sn and 208Pb 837We use the formula (2) to alulate the ollisional width of the GDR ex-itation by parametrizing the distortion fator of momentum distribution as�D = pP1(os �). Beause of momentum onservation, terms involving Wppand Wnn drop out, and the damping is determined by the proton�neutronollision term. The spin averaged proton�neutron ross-setion assoiatedwith an e�etive residual interation an be expressed as� d�d
�pn = �(2�~)3 m24~ 18XST (2S + 1)jhq;S; T jvjq0;S; T iAj2 ; (4)where q and q0 are the relative momenta before and after a binary ollision,and hq;S; T jvjq0;S; T iA represents the fully anti-symmetri matrix elementof the residual interation between two partile states with total spin andisospin S and T .We alulate proton�neutron ross-setion assoiated with the Gognyfore and the Skyrme fore with SkM� parameters [10℄, and ompare themwith the mirosopi in-medium ross-setion of Li and Mahleidt. In Fig. 1the ross-setions are plotted as a funtion of density at the bombardingenergy Elab = 100 MeV whih is equal to twie the energy available in theentre of mass. For dereasing density, the mirosopi alulation approahthe free proton�neutron ross-setion and ompare well with the experimen-tal data, whereas the phenomenologial ross-setions strongly inrease andreah large values in free spae, therefore we an state that the mirosopialulations of Li and Mahleidt provide a more reliable desription of thein-medium ross-setions than those given by the Gogny and the Skyrmetype fores.

Fig. 1. The proton�neutron in-medium ross-setions as a funtion of density � atElab = 100 MeV.



838 A. Gokalp et al.We evaluate the integrals in the expression (2) for the damping width ofGDR exatly by negleting the angular anisotropy of the ross-setions andmaking the replaement (d�=d
)pn ! �pn=4� [10℄. In numerial alula-tions, we determine the nulear density �(r) in Thomas�Fermi approxima-tion using a Wood�Saxon potential with a depth V0 = �44 MeV, thiknessa = 0:67 fm and sharp radius R0 = 1:27A1=3 fm, alulate the position de-pendent hemial potential �("; T ) in the Fermi�Dira funtion f("; T ) ateah temperature, and use the formula ~! = 80A�1=3 for GDR energies.

Fig. 2. The ollisional damping width of GDR in 120Sn and 208Pb as a funtion oftemperature.



Collisional Damping of Giant Dipole Resonane in 120Sn and 208Pb 839Fig. 2 shows the ollisional damping width of GDR in 120Sn and 208Pb asa funtion of the experimental temperature and omparison with data [11℄.The alulations with ross-setions of Li and Mahleidt exhibit a weakertemperature dependene than data and aount for about 30% of the ex-perimental damping widths. Sine phenomenologial ross-setions do notinterpolate orretly between the free spae and the medium, their magni-tude at low densities and in the viinity of Fermi energy, where the dominantontributions to damping arise, beome muh larger than the ross-setionsof Li and Mahleidt. As a result, the phenomenologial fores predit largerdamping, although the magnitude of the damping is redued by the e�etivemass.Therefore, to the extend that we aept the validity of the in-mediumross-setions of Li and Mahleidt, we an onlude that the ollisionaldamping of GDR exitations is not very strong and aounts for about 1/3of the spreading width in tin and lead nulei at zero and �nite temperatures.REFERENCES[1℄ M. Belkaem, S. Ayik, A. Bonasera, Phys. Rev. C52, 2499 (1995).[2℄ S. Ayik, O. Yilmaz, A. Gokalp, P. Shuk, Phys. Rev. C58, 1594 (1998).[3℄ U. Furmann, K. Morawetz, R. Welke, Phys. Rev. C58, 1473 (1998).[4℄ D. Laroix, P. Chomaz, S. Ayik, Phys. Rev. C58, 2154 (1998).[5℄ M.G.Q. Li, R. Mahleidt, Phys. Rev. C48, 1702 (1993); C49, 566 (1994).[6℄ P. Shuk et al., Prog. Part. Nul. Phys. 22, 181 (1989).[7℄ P. Ring, P. Shuk, The Nulear Many Body Problem, Springer, Berlin 1980.[8℄ J. Wambah, Prog. Phys. 51, 989 (1988).[9℄ R. Hasse, in: M. diToro, W. Norenberg, M. Rosina, S. Stringari (eds.), Pro.of Phase Spae Approah to Nulear Dynamis, World Sienti�, Singapore1985.[10℄ O. Yilmaz, A. Gokalp, S. Yildirim, S. Ayik, Phys. Lett. B472, 258 (2000).[11℄ T. Baumann et al., Nul. Phys. A635, 428 (1998).


